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Abstract
Liquid-chromatography coupled with high-resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) has become a
workhorse in global metabolomics studies with growing applications across biomedical and
environmental sciences. However, outstanding bioinformatics challenges in terms of data processing,
statistical analysis and functional interpretation remain critical barriers to the wider adoption of this
technology. To help the user community overcome these barriers, we have made major updates to the
well-established MetaboAnalyst platform (www.metaboanalyst.ca). This protocol is part one of four and
provides stepwise instructions on how to use MetaboAnalyst to optimize parameters for LC-HRMS
spectra processing. It may take ~2 hours to complete depending on the server load.

Introduction
Introduction

The goal of metabolomics is to comprehensively study all metabolites in biological samples. For
research concerning pre-de�ned lists of compounds (targeted metabolomics), various protocols have
been established and an increasing number of commercial kits are becoming available. However,
unbiased comprehensive metabolome pro�ling (global metabolomics) remains a critical bottleneck due
to several complex analytical and bioinformatics challenges 1-3. Developing high-throughput global
metabolomics technologies has become a high priority task in metabolomics4 as well as the burgeoning
�elds of exposomics5 and precision medicine6. Among different technologies available, high-resolution
mass spectrometry (HRMS) has shown great promise3,7. HRMS instruments such as Orbitrap or time-of-
�ight (TOF) systems coupled with gas or liquid chromatography (GC/LC) can simultaneously measure a
wide range of endogenous and exogenous compounds to characterize an individual’s metabolic
phenotype, environmental exposures, and associated biological responses. LC-HRMS is arguably the
most widely used platform as it can measure a broad range of compounds with minimal sample
preparation. However, the associated data processing and analysis steps remain particularly challenging
to most researchers.

The computational work�ow for LC-HRMS-based global metabolomics can be summarized in three
general steps: 1) spectra processing to convert raw spectra into a peak intensity table; 2) peak annotation
to characterize peak relationships and to assign putative compound identities (ID); 3) data analysis to
identify important features, patterns of variation, and their functional interpretation. Although these steps
are conceptually similar to that of other omics data analysis such as gene expression or microbiome data
analysis8,9, the inherent characteristics of the data generated in LC-HRMS-based global metabolomics
present unique challenges especially for those without statistical programming skills and/or a deep
understanding of the analytical instrumentation. To address this gap, we have recently made signi�cant
updates to MetaboAnalyst to support LC-HRMS-based global metabolomics data analysis and
interpretation10. This protocol provides an overview of these new features followed by step-wise
instructions through several example datasets using MetaboAnalyst 5.0.

http://www.metaboanalyst.ca/
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MetaboAnalyst and other web-based tools

MetaboAnalyst was launched in 2009, and since then there have been major update releases every three
years 10-14. MetaboAnalyst versions 1.0 - 3.0 were mainly designed for general statistical and functional
analysis of targeted metabolomics data. Starting with v4.0, the development of MetaboAnalyst has
gradually shifted towards addressing more complex bioinformatics and statistical needs arising from
global metabolomics data, including raw spectra processing, functional analysis, and integration with
other omics data. According to Google Analytics, the public platform (www.metaboanalyst.ca) is currently
being accessed by ~2,000 users daily worldwide.

Many software tools have been developed in the past decade for processing and analyzing
metabolomics data 15,16. Most of these tools need to be locally installed by the users. For web-based
platforms, there are several popular options including MetaboAnalyst, XCMS online17, W4M18 and
NOREVA19. These web-based tools have been compared with MetaboAnalyst 5.0 in our recent
publication10. In summary, MetaboAnalyst offers the most features for statistical and functional analysis
in comparison to XCMS online and W4M (providing more comprehensive support for raw data
processing), and NOREVA (dedicated for metabolomics data normalization and quality assessment). A
hallmark of MetaboAnalyst is its ease of use which enables researchers from diverse backgrounds to
perform various complex tasks of data analysis. For instance, MetaboAnalyst 5.0 offers an e�cient
parameter optimization pipeline to allow automated high-quality raw LC-HRMS spectra processing, as
compared to many other tools which generally requires users to manually adjust multiple parameters to
achieve satisfactory performance. In addition, the results of spectra processing can be directly transferred
to other compatible modules within MetaboAnalyst for streamlined statistical and functional analysis.
The overall work�ow of MetaboAnalyst is depicted in Figure 1.

Driven by user feedback, we have published several comprehensive tutorials and protocols for each major
release of MetaboAnalyst 28-33. These tutorials provide detailed instructions for tasks related to data
processing, �ltering, normalization, statistical analysis of datasets with single experimental factors, as
well as functional analysis for targeted metabolomics. Our 2019 protocol32 is still up to date on these
topics. Accordingly, this current protocol details four major updates that have been made to
MetaboAnalyst 5.0 including: Part 1) Optimized processing of LC-HRMS spectra (Steps 1-18); Part 2)
Deriving functional insights from LC-HRMS peaks (Steps 19 - 31); Part 3) Meta-analysis and integration
with transcriptomics data (Steps 32 - 45); and Part 4) Statistical analysis and exploration with complex
metadata (Steps 46 - 65). More background information for Part 1 is given below:

 

Spectra processing
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This is the �rst task in global metabolomics. The continuum/pro�le data of a single raw spectrum
obtained from a LC-HRMS instrument (such as Q-Exactive) is typically 1-2 gigabytes (GB) in
mzXML/mzML format. A common practice is to �rst perform peak centroiding to condense the Gaussian
shaped mass peak to a single mass centroid. This step can signi�cantly reduce the �le size to ~100 MB.
The next step is to detect peaks (also known as peak picking) from the centroid data. Multiple algorithms
have been developed to identify peaks in different dimensions such as retention time26,34,35. Please see
Figure 4 for more details. Among them, the centWave algorithm34 implemented in XCMS has been shown
to perform well in processing LC-HRMS spectra. However, a practical di�culty associated with using
XCMS is to decide appropriate values for several key parameters, which requires a relatively deep
understanding of both MS instrumentation and the peak picking algorithm. Automating or standardizing
parameter speci�cation has become critical to help facilitate broad adoption by the diverse user
communities36,37. After peak detection, peak alignment is performed to address retention time variations
across spectra. These aligned peaks form a peak intensity table with varying proportions of missing
values. These missing values indicate that either peak detection failed, or that the corresponding feature
is absent from the respective sample. Therefore, the �nal step is “gap �lling” by re-performing direct peak
extraction on corresponding regions in the raw spectra. 

 

Peak annotation

A typical LC-HRMS spectrum of common bio�uids (such as blood or urine samples) can often produce
over 10,000 peaks. However, a critical point is that this number is not equivalent to the number of
compounds detected. The correspondence between these peaks and the actual metabolites remains
elusive. Many peaks are derived from the same compounds in the forms of adducts, isotopes,
fragmentations, etc. (real or biological peaks), and other peaks may re�ect background noise (artifacts or
noise peaks)38. Therefore, the �rst step in peak annotation aims to identify real peaks, and to clarify the
relationships among them. Many empirical and statistical rules have been developed to address this
problem, including CAMERA and CliqueMS39,40 which are two popular R packages. The next step is to
assign putative compound IDs to those peaks. This is a challenging task as even with high resolution
instruments, a single peak can potentially match multiple compounds41. It is important to keep in mind
that, unlike targeted metabolomics, the primary goal of global metabolomics is to understand the overall
patterns and to identify promising features to inform the design of follow-up studies for more targeted
analysis. As discussed in the sections below, accurate peak annotation, although important, is not an
absolute prerequisite for functional interpretation of global metabolomics data. 

Reagents

Equipment
Computer requirements
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·     Browser requirements: MetaboAnalyst 5.0 runs on all modern web browsers. For the best results, we
recommend Google Chrome 92+, Firefox 92+, Safari 12+, and Microsoft Edge v93+. JavaScript must be
enabled in your browser.

·     Internet connection requirements: A fast connection is highly recommended.

·     Hardware requirements: >4 GB of RAM and a screen resolution of at least 1200 x 800 is preferred. At
least 8 GB hard drive space is needed to store the raw spectra �les.

Data �les

·     Input Files. MetaboAnalyst accepts multiple data formats for different modules. For raw spectral
processing, the supported data formats include mzML, mzXML, mzData and NetCDF, while other modules
usually require comma-separated values (.csv) or tab delimited (.txt) �le format. More details of these
data formats are provided in Box 1.

·     Example Datasets. Multiple built-in example datasets are offered in each MetaboAnalyst module.
Users can simply choose an example dataset and click the ‘Submit’ button to start exploring the tool. Six
datasets are used in this protocol:

1)   A raw spectra data (malaria_raw.zip) consisting of 12 plasma samples from healthy and malaria
semi-immune subjects along with 3 Quality Controls (QC) 53.

2)   A feature table (malaria_feature_table.csv) generated from processing the above raw spectra for
functional analysis.

3)   A gene list (integ_genes_1.txt) and a compound list (integ_cmpds.txt) to demonstrate the integration
of targeted metabolomics data with transcriptomics data.

4)   A gene list (integ_genes_2.txt) and a peak list (integ_peaks.txt) to demonstrate the integration of
global metabolomics data with transcriptomics data.

5)   Three peak intensity tables (A1_pos.csv, B1_pos.csv, C1_pos.csv) from global metabolomics studies
of serum samples from COVID-19 patients to demonstrate the integration of multiple global
metabolomics datasets54.

6)   A feature table (TCE_feature_table.csv) and its associated metadata table (TCE_metadata.csv) from
an exposomics study on metabolic changes associated with occupational exposure to trichloroethylene
(TCE) 55.

Equipment Setup
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(Optional) Download the example datasets. Go to the MetaboAnalyst home page and click ‘Data Formats’
link from the left panel. Users can download all the example datasets used in the protocol. These
datasets are also available as built-in examples in each corresponding module. Users can directly select
those datasets and follow the protocols without downloading and uploading them.

Procedure
Part I: LC-MS Raw Spectra Processing (Timing 1.5 ~ 2 hours)

1.    Starting up. Go to the MetaboAnalyst home page and click the ‘Click here to start’ button in the middle
of the page. The module page displays all modules as a pyramid organized into four tiers. The top tier
contains one button ‘LC-MS Spectra Processing’. Click the button to enter the raw spectra processing
module.

Critical Step: Almost all modern browsers support multiple tabs. Please keep MetaboAnalyst open in one
tab only. Accessing MetaboAnalyst from multiple tabs could interfere with each other leading to
unpredictable results.

2.    Data uploading. Unzip the dataset #1 (malaria_raw.zip) into individual �les. Click the ‘Select’ button
to open a File Chooser dialog. Locate the and select all spectra �les (.zip) and the metadata �le (.txt).
Click the ‘Upload’ button to start uploading. At any time, users can cancel the upload by clicking the
‘Reset’ button below the uploading progress bars.

Critical Step: All raw spectra �les need to be compressed to *.zip �les individually and uploaded together
with a metadata �le (.txt). QC �les should start with “QC_”. The formats of raw spectra �les and metadata
list are introduced in Figure 7. If your spectra �les are not centroided, please do it locally with
ProteoWizard20. This will signi�cantly reduce the �le size and increase upload speed.

Troubleshooting (see Figure 5)

3.    Once the upload has �nished, click the ‘Proceed’ button. Alternatively, users can use the built-in
example dataset without uploading spectra. To do this, locate the table under “Try our example data”,
select the 2nd option and click “Submit”.
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4.    Data integrity check. Data integrity check results are shown on this page. The spectra �le names,
centroid status, sizes, and group information are displayed in the �rst four columns. Only centroid data
are supported for further processing. Users can simply click the wrench icon to centroid their data on the
�y. By default, all samples will be processed. Users can choose to exclude certain samples by deselecting
the corresponding checkboxes in the ‘Include’ column. Click the “Next” button.

Troubleshooting (see Figure 5)

5.    Customize pro�ling parameters. The LC-MS Spectra Processing page displays all important
parameters to process raw spectra. Several platform-speci�c parameters are provided by default. Three
algorithms are available for peaks picking and two algorithms for peak alignment. Users need to �rst
select a LC-MS platform. For this dataset, select ‘UPLC-Q/E’. There are two options for parameter setting -
Default/Manual and Auto-optimized. Here we select ‘Auto-optimized’ option for spectra processing.
Please refer to Figure 8 for more details on parameter optimization in MetaboAnalyst. For advanced
users, they could manually con�gure the parameters by using the �rst option.

Critical Step: The Auto-optimized procedure has been developed for XCMS centWave algorithm which
performs generally well for HRMS spectra. For low resolution MS spectra, users may want to use
MatchedFilter. For users interested in detecting low-intensity peaks, Massifquant algorithm could perform
better56. Implementation of different algorithms for peak picking and alignment are summarized in Table
1.

6.    Customize annotation parameters. The peak annotation parameters (including ion mode, potential
adducts etc.) must be speci�ed manually based on the experimental conditions. Make sure the “Polarity”
is set to “positive” and keep other options as default.

7.    (Optional) Spectral inspection for potential contaminants. If ‘Auto-optimized’ option is selected for
peak pro�ling, the ‘Contaminants’ option will be enabled. This option allows users to exclude potential
instrumental noise or contaminants present during the chromatographic run. This option is selected by
default. Users can visually inspect the spectral data by clicking the ‘View’ link to bring up the ‘Spectral
Inspection’ dialog (Figure S1. A). By default, a random QC sample (if provided) is displayed in 3D style.
Users can switch to other spectra �les or different spectral regions based on m/z and RT ranges (Figure
S1. B). Alternatively, users can use a 2D heatmaps to view the same information (Figure S1. C). Here, we
could see multiple peaks persist over half of the chromatogram, therefore we keep the ‘Remove’ checked.
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Critical Step: In addition to removal of contaminant peaks, spectra �les with general signal intensity
below 5% of the average of all spectra �les will be excluded as these outliers will cause error during peak
alignment.

8.    Job submission. Once the parameter con�guration is done, click ‘Submit Job’ and ‘Con�rm’ to
proceed. Once the job is submitted, users cannot come back to this page and modify parameters until the
job is complete or cancelled.

9.    Create a job URL. Raw spectra processing could take hours to �nish depending on the server load.
After the job is submitted, users will be directed to the ‘Job Status View’ page. A ‘Job ID’ will be assigned
to this job automatically. Users can view the running status of the submitted job from the ‘Current Status’.
The status will show ‘Pending’ if the job is in queue. After the job starts running, the actual processing
takes ~75 min for this data using the ‘Auto-optimized’ mode, or ~10 min using Default/manual mode. We
suggest that users create a URL bookmark and save the link in a text �le. Then click ‘Exit’ from the
navigation tree of the left panel. Users can return via their bookmark URLs at any time to check the status
of their job.

10. Job progress and status. The job execution process is displayed as a progress bar in the middle of
the ‘Job Status’ box. The data processing details are displayed in the ‘Text Output’ box. The job status is
refreshed every 3 seconds. Click ‘Cancel Job’ to cancel the current job at any time. Once the job is
complete, click ‘Proceed’ to view the results.

Tip: the optimized parameters can be downloaded in a text �le as an experimental record or for further re-
use. Users can manually enter these parameters using the Manual mode next time when they process the
same or similar data to achieve faster analysis.

Troubleshooting (see Figure 5)

11. Result visualization. The processed results are summarized using several graphics (PCA, TIC, BPI,
etc.) in separate tabs (Figure 3A). User can rotate the PCA 3D plot to view data from different angles or
zoom in and out with a mouse scroll. By default, all features are shown in the loading plot. Drag the ‘PCA
Loadings’ slider to keep the top features based on their mean intensities. The PCA score plot of samples
can be displayed based on all peaks or current peaks in the loading plot.

Tip: PCA summarizes the main patterns of variation of the data. The top 25~50% most abundant
features can usually reveal the same general pattern without overcrowding the loading plot.
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12. Exploring samples and feature using PCA. Double click a node in the PCA score plot to generate the
Total Ion Chromatogram (TIC) plot of the corresponding sample (Figure 3B). Double-clicking a node in the
PCA loading plot will display a dialog box with two panels (Figure 3C). The left panel shows box plots
summarizing the intensity distributions of the selected feature across groups. Double-clicking a data
point on the box plot will generate its corresponding EIC plot. Clicking more data points will overlay their
EIC plots. The function allows users to create and visually compare typical EICs in different groups. Click
the reset icon on the right-top corner to re-initiate the process.

13. Result tables. The second half of the results consist of two tables. ‘Spectra / Sample Table’
summarizes peak detection results from different samples, while the ‘Feature/Peak Table’ displays all
peaks (m/z, retention time) and their annotations (isotopes, adducts, formula, potential compounds, etc.).
Users can search and view speci�c samples or features for more detailed inspection. 

Tip: The character ‘M’ represents the precursor ion. All blanks in the isotopic and adducts’ annotation
columns are the either precursors ions or ones without annotations.

14. Analysis report generation and results downloading. Click the ‘Download Page’ button to enter the
corresponding page. All processed results are shown in a table on the ‘Results Download’ tab. Click the
“Generate Analysis Report” to create a PDF report of the current analysis.

15. (Optional) User can compare their results with those obtained using the default parameter settings.
Click the ‘Spectra Processing’ node from the navigation tree to return to the Parameter Setting
page. Select ‘UPLC-Q/E’ platform, make sure the “Default/manual” mode is selected, set the “Polarity” as
‘positive’ and submit the job. Figure 6 shows the results based on the ‘Optimized’ and the ‘Default’
options, in which optimized parameters produced greater number of peaks and higher proportions of
peaks with putative annotations. In addition, the top two PCs capture more variations of the data. These
results clearly validate the effectiveness of the optimization strategies described in Figure 8.

16. After �nishing the download, click ‘Logout’ to end the analysis. Users can also select the “Start New
Journey” tab to explore results in other compatible modules.

Troubleshooting (see Figure 5)
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17. (Optional) Create a user account. Users can set up an account to better manage their jobs. Click ‘Log
in’ button from the left panel of the data uploading page (Step 2). If users do not have an account, they
can register for one by clicking ‘Create account’ to create a new account or clicking ‘Forgot password?’ to
set a new password.

18. (Optional) Manage projects and account. After logging into their account, all projects are displayed on
the Project page. A maximum of 10 projects are allowed per user. Each project will be saved for at most
180 days. At any time, users can click the ‘Delete Account’ button from the projects management page to
completely remove their accounts from MetaboAnalyst.

Troubleshooting

Time Taken

Anticipated Results
LC-MS raw spectra processing

Raw spectra processing produces a peak intensity table (metaboanalyst_input.csv). The peaks
annotation result is saved in the annotated_peaklist.csv �le. A total of 3,125 peaks have been found in
the dataset #1 with ‘Auto-optimized’ pipeline, and of these 1,442 peaks (46.1% of the total) were
annotated as isotopes or adducts. Base Peak Ion Chromatogram (BPI), Total Ion Chromatogram (TIC)
and speci�c Extracted Ion Chromatogram (EIC) are all generated and downloadable to show the
chromatographical results.
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